
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
                

 
    
 
 
 
 

 

The Elizabeth Hunter™ Insights into the Card Carrying 1015 Perfectionist 
 

I can spend hours talking to Enhancers about my favourite topics and 

theories. 

I am bone lazy. I am not here to make people happy through clothing or 

aesthetics, but rather through knowledge. I am not sensitive to “rude” criticism, 

so I do not clash with others for this reason. 

I can sometimes be stubborn if I am certain about a conclusion, when I 

have put time and effort in. If proven wrong, I’ll they gladly accept my mistake. 

I am a better detailer than an Enhancer but Enhancers are better big-

picture strategists, so a pair us agreeing on something really has to have valid 

reasons and strong points. 

I am one of the most relaxed personality types who can easily understand 

most subjects if I want, but don’t because many of them put no value on their 

worth on academic qualification. 

I have an “empty stare”, somewhat like the “Enhancer death-stare”. 

When processing big chunks of information, I make somewhat stupid empty 

faces. This is not to be confused with mental retardation though. Instead, it’s a 

sign of intense mental processing. 

More prone to fall in love than Enhancers but less likely to openly admit 

it if asked.  

I’m a connoisseur of all, master of none. I love knowing about 

everything but struggle at getting really interested in something specific. 

I feel more comfortable in places that are overstimulating and even 

search for new experiences. I swear along with Enhancers, Developers and 

Inspirationals. It’s more nurture related though. 

I am often misunderstood by many other types. My introversion is a very 

powerful tool and I have a high tendency to procrastinate. If I do decide to 

develop something, which can take eons, I’ll come up with a deep well-

developed idea. 

 
 

Composed from scanning the Blogosphere. It is not possible to allocate attributions to this 

research as Elizabeth Hunter™ is of the view that most participants in blogs contribute on line 

under some sort of alias, pen name or other form of obfuscation. 
 

   Latest update: June 1, 2021 

R² = 0.7849
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